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- Ourresearch shows that people can apply the costAbstract
benefit rules of microeconomictheory to their everydaydecisions. Two populations were examined: (a) people who had
previouslyreceived extensiveformal trainingin the rules and
(b) naive subjectswho were randomlyassigned to receive brief
trainingin the rules. Trainingaffected reasoningand reported
behavior in both populations. The results indicate that extremelygeneral rules govern choices across a wide range of
domainsand that use of the cost-benefitrules can be improved
throughtraining.

overallwelfare.The modelassumes people are confrontedby a
set of actions, each of which is associated with outcomes that
will occur with some probability.Each of these outcomes has a
value to the personthat can be comparedwith the values of the
other outcomes by convertingthe values to a single scale (for
example, dollars).Three principlesfollow from this model, (a)
The greatest net benefitprinciple, which states that the action
with the greatest positive difference between the total benefit
and total cost of its outcome should be chosen from the set of
possible actions, (b) The sunk cost principle, which states that
only futurebenefitsand costs shouldbe consideredwhen making a choice, (c) The opportunitycost principle, which states
that a cost of undertakinga given course of action is foregoing
the expected net benefits associated with other courses of action.
These principlesmay seem incomplete to readers familiar
with standardtextbook cost-benefit analysis (Mishan, 1976;
Morgan & Duncan, 1982). We eliminated certain principles
from the list of inferentialrules of choice because they were
either derivable from the principles listed above, or because
they were not sufficientlygeneral to apply to all choice situations. Also, these cost-benefitrules certainlyare not exhaustive
of the principlesthat guide choice. Moral, esthetic, and social
principlesmay compete with the cost-benefitrules, and humanistic values may be includedas costs and benefits in the economic calculus. Thus, departuresfrom economic reasoning
could be due to people's favoringhumanisticvalues or principles ratherthan ignoranceof the normativerules. We will returnto the questionof whethernoneconomicallytrainedpeople
know cost-benefit reasoningbut are more likely to favor humanisticvalues, or whetherthey are actuallyless likely to know
and use cost-benefitreasoning.

Do people thinkabout leavingbad movies, takinglosses on
investments, and demolishingoutdated buildingsin the same
way, relying on the same inferentialrules? Are there general
rules of choice that guide people's decisions across a broad
rangeof domains?If so, can the natureof these rulesbe altered
by instruction?
Economistshave long assumedthata set of abstractrules of
choice exists, and that people make choices accordingto those
rules across the economic spectrumfrom consumerchoices to
decisions about time use (Becker, 1976). On the other hand,
manypsychologistsshareThorndike's(1906)view thatpeople's
behavior is governed by domain-dependentrules that do not
generalize across situations that are very differentfrom one
another. Even among psychologists who believe that people
have domain-independent
rules, a pervasiveopinionoriginating
with Piaget is that such rules can only be learned by selfdiscoverymethodsand cannotreallybe taughtin a formalway
(Brainerd,1978;Newell, 1980).
In this paper,we examinewhetherpeople use abstractrules
in makingchoices andwhetherthese principlescan be taughtso
thatpeople will use them across a wide rangeof situations.We
first sketchthe cost-benefitmodelof choice and show thatthere
is ample evidence that people departfrom it in their everyday
Lay Use of the Cost-Benefit Rules of Choice
choices. We next present originalevidence about differential
ruleusage, comparingpeople trainedin the use of the normative
A fundamentalassumptionof economicsis thatpeople make
rules with those who are less trained.Finally, we present evichoices
consistentwith the cost-benefitrules (Friedman,1953).
dence about the trainabilityof people by relativelybrief interThere
now
exists, however, a good deal of researchindicating
about
the
of
domain
of
ventions,
degree
specificity training,and
that
people violate the maximizationrules of microeconomics.
aboutthe durabilityof training.
An early dissentingview introducedby Simon (1955)proposed
that people do not attempt to maximize utility but simply atCOST-BENEFIT RULES OF CHOICE
tempt to attain some minimallevel of satisfaction.In the past
The basic assumptionunderlyingthe microeconomicmodel few decades, many empiricalviolationsof expected utilitytheof choice is that people choose actions that maximize their ory have been documented,includingviolationsof the independence axiom (Allais, 1953) and transitivity (Lichtenstein &
andreprintrequeststo RichardE. Nisbett,5261 Slovic, 1971;Tversky, 1969) and various violations of utility
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have buttressedthe psychologists'case againstthe view that a
single, coherentset of abstractrules underlieschoice behavior
andhave revealedserious shortcomingsin choice behaviorthat
producenonoptimaloutcomes. We shall focus on several economictrapsthatoccurwhen peoplefail to use the sunkcost and
opportunitycost principles.
Violations of the Sunk Cost Principle
A particularlyclear case of an economic trap occurs when
people consider past investmentsof money, effort, or time in
theircurrentdecisions. For instance, imagineyou have bought
$15 tickets for a basketballgame weeks in advance, but on the
day of the game it is snowingand the starplayeryou wantedto
see is sick and will not play. The game is no longer of much
interest to you. Do you decide to go to see the game or stay
home and forget the money you have spent? (Adaptedfrom
Thaler, 1980.)
In these circumstances,some people will go to the game for
the primaryreasonthat they spent a largeamountof money on
it. Whatis wrongwith this? Once the money is sunk, going to
the game will not enable the personto get his or her "money's
worth," but will simply inflict additionalcosts of a dangerous
tripand a boringgame. The sunk cost principleprescribesthat
a decision maker should consider only the benefits and costs
that are going to be incurredfrom the time of the decision
forwardand ignorethe past costs. To make it easier to ignore
past costs, the personcan do a thoughtexperiment:WouldI go
to the game if someone called me on the day it was scheduled
andofferedme a free ticket?If not, then a sunkcost trapshould
be suspected.
The sunk cost effect has been demonstratedin studies by
Arkes and Blumer (1985), who proposed that an important
cause of the trap is peoples' ignoranceof the normativesunk
cost rule and their reliance on the generally effective rule of
"waste not, want not." The "waste not, want not" rule is
normativefor economic choices that involve decisions about
the future. People would be acting counternormativelyif they
deliberatelychose to expend resourcesin pursuitof some benefit they intendedto waste. But the rule is not normativefor
economicdecisionsinvolvingirretrievablepast costs. Note that
this interpretationimplies that people do operate with highly
abstractrulesof choice, but thatthese rules may differfromthe
normativeones.
A second type of economic dilemmathat occurs when people fail to ignoresunk costs is a situationwe call the extra cost
trap. In this type of trap, people abandonan enjoyableactivity
because they are attendingto past costs. For instance, imagine
you are on yourway to see one of yourfavoriteplays for which
you have boughta ticket in advance, but when you get to the
theater, you discover you have lost the ticket. (Adaptedfrom
Tversky & Kahneman,1981.)Wouldyou decide to buy a second ticket or to skip the play? Some people in this situation
might skip the play because they feel that they have already
spent $20 on a ticket and the play is not worth$40 (whichis the
total cost if the personbuys a second ticket). They feel that it is
a waste to spend twice as much on a play ticket as it is worth.
The sunk cost principle,however, prescribesthat you ignore
VOL. 1, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 1990

the sunk $20 ticket, and decide whether the future benefits of
seeingthe play exceed the futurecost, which is $20, the priceof
a second ticket. A thought experiment is also helpful here:
Wouldyou still go to the play if you had lost $20 in cash on the
way to the theater?The answer is probablyyes, because the
value of the performancehas not been affected.
Violations of the Opportunity Cost Principle
Anothertype of economic trap occurs when people ignore
the opportunitiesthey forego by choosing one course of action
ratherthan another. For instance, imaginethat you have paid
off the mortgageon yourhome, and you are decidingwhetherto
keep your house or move into an apartment.Manypeople compare the out-of-pocketcosts of living in a house with those of
living in an apartmentand conclude that keeping the home is
much cheaperthan renting. However, by tying up wealth in a
house, a person foregoes interest income, which is often more
than enough to offset the differencein the out-of-pocketcosts
between owningand renting.The waste not, want not principle
leadspeople to feel thatit is a waste to "throwaway" moneyon
rent when they could live in their own home for "free."
Researchon opportunitycosts establishesthat people often
fail to calculateopportunitycosts when they are unstated(Neumann& Friedman,1980)and tend to underestimatethem when
they are explicitly stated but small (Hoskin, 1983). Additional
evidence that people have poor understandingof opportunity
costs is providedby researchon buyingand sellingbehaviorin
experimentalmarkets,which shows that the lowest amountof
money subjects are willing to accept for a good is higherthan
the highest amountthey are willing to pay for the same good
(Kahneman,Knetsch, & Thaler, in press). An analogousdiscrepancyoccurs in people's use of time. People will often perform a service for themselves (for example, mowingthe lawn)
even thoughthe amountthey could earnperformingsome other
activity would be higherthan the amount they would have to
pay for someone else to performthe service. An awarenessof
opportunitycosts should lead people to pay more for the services of others and to invest in time-savingdevices.
Evidence that People use Inferential Rules
Takenas a whole, the evidence indicatesthat the economic
model is wrongin assumingthat people act as thoughthey use
the abstractnormativerules. Indeed, the findingsare consistent
with the view that people do not use abstractrules of any type
but rely on highly concrete domain-dependentrules.
In a recent series of studies, however, Nisbett and his colleagues have found that people do use abstract, domainindependentinferentialrules to reason about certaineveryday
problems,and that their reasoningcan be improvedby formal
instruction(for a review see Nisbett, Fong, Lehman,& Cheng,
1987). The rules examined include statistical rules (Fong,
Krantz, & Nisbett, 1986;Fong & Nisbett, in press; Kunda &
Nisbett, 1986;Nisbett, Krantz,Jepson, & Kunda, 1983),as well
as causal and contractual rules (Cheng & Holyoak, 1985;
Cheng, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Oliver, 1986; Cheng & Nisbett,
1990;Morris& Nisbett, 1990).But these rules representonly a
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portionof the rangeof possible inferentialrules that people use
for everydaydecisions. More importantly,judgmentalrules affect behavioronly indirectly.In the followingwork, we wanted
to extendthe inferentialrulesfindingsto the choice domainand
examine whether knowledgeof inferentialrules affects actual
behavior.
DISCIPLINE DIFFERENCES IN THE USE OF THE
NORMATIVE RULES OF CHOICE
In the first study, we examinedwhetherprofessionaltraining
in economics affects a wide range of behaviors governed by
normativechoice principles.We comparedthe self-reporteddecisions and behaviors of economics professors with those of
biology and humanitiesprofessors.
Study 1

Subjects

The subjects were 126 professorsfrom the departmentsof
economics, biology, art history, and Romancelanguagesat the
University of Michigan. Telephone interviewers stated that
44we are interestedin
findingout how faculty feel about some
choices that may confront the university over the next few
years, and we're also interested in some personal decisions
facultyhave made. In addition,we're interestedin the relationship between the two." The overall volunteerrate was 88%.

Stimulusmaterials

The survey contained two types of questions- reasoning
questions and behavioralself-reportquestions. Six reasoning
questions asked about University policy issues and two about
internationalpolicy issues. The questions were designed to
draw on the use of three normativeprinciples:the sunk cost
principle, the opportunitycost principle, and the net-benefit
principle. Each problem presented subjects with two arguments- one that expressed a normativeprincipleand one that
contradictedit. The subjectswere then asked which view they
agreedwith more. An exampleof each type of problemis given
in Figure1. (The scoringis indicatedfor each alternativeon the
extreme left, with higher numbersindicatingmore normative
answers.)
For the sunkcost problemaboutreplacingversus renovating
the old hospital,the normativeanalysis indicatesthat the original cost of buildingthe hospital is irrelevantto the current
decision(sunk),andthe only concernshouldbe the futurecosts
of renovation versus new construction. For the opportunity
cost problemabout scholarshipaid, the normativeanalysis indicates that, as the opportunitycosts of going to college increase for students, universitieswill have to increase their financialaid in orderto maintaintheirattractivenessto students.
Andfor the net-benefitprobleminvolvingpurchasingblood, the
net-benefitprinciple implies that both parties should choose
theirmost preferredaction, which for this problemis to engage
in the transaction.
The behavioralsection of the survey measuredvariousconsumer and financialdecisions the professors had made in the Fig. 1. University and internationalpolicy problemsgiven to
universityfaculty in Study 1
past. The initialquestions in this section were used to control
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Table 1. Economic policy preferences and reported behavior as a function of academic discipline
Discipline
Index

Economics

Biology

Humanities

Regression
Coefficient

p-value

Reasoning about policy
Discontinuing activities
Foregoing activities
Personal decisions
Time-saving activities
Overall behavior
Overall reasoning and behavior

.73
.42
.24
.71
.61
.50
.61

.58
.24
.16
.57
.48
.36
.47

.54
.22
.14
.49
.52
.34
.44

(.27)
(.35)
(.16)
(.22)
(.28)
(.41)
(.39)

.01
.001
.15
.05
.01
.001
.001

Note. Scores rangefrom 0 to 1.0, with higherscores indicatingmore normativeresponses. Means are unadjusted.
Biologistsand humanistswere includedin a single, noneconomistcategoryin the analyses. Regressioncoefficientsare
the standardizedcoefficientsfrom the multipleregressionanalysiscontrollingfor salary, age, and gender(the analyses
for discontinuingand foregoingactivitieswere also controlledfor consumptionopportunities).The p-values are from
the multipleregressionanalyses. Because people rarelyreportedforegoingconsumeractivities, those activities that
were skippedby less than ten percentof the subjectswere excludedfrom the foregoneactivities index. The overall
behaviorindex is an averageof the four behaviorindices. The overallreasoningand behaviorindex is an averageof
the policy index and overallbehaviorindex.

for the opportunities professors had to display either normative
behavior or trap behavior. These questions asked how often in
the past year the subject had engaged in seven different consumer activities, such as going to movies. The remainder of the
questions in this section assessed whether the subjects behaved
in accordance with the normative principles. Subjects were
asked the following four types of questions, each of which was
scored as a 1, for a behavior consistent with the normative
principles, or a 0, for a behavior that could indicate trap reasoning.
1. Discontinuing activities after incurring a sunk cost. "In the
past five years have you ever started one of the following
items and then not finished it?" There followed a list of
seven consumer activities (e.g., a movie, a restaurant meal,
a sports event).
2. Foregoing activities after incurring a sunk cost. "In the past
five years have you ever bought one of the following items
and then not used it?" There followed seven consumer activities.
3. Personal decisions involving sunk costs or opportunity
costs. For example, "Have you ever dropped a research
project because it was not proving worthwhile?" and "Have
you ever had more income withheld from your paycheck
than you actually owed in taxes in order to get a large
refund?"
4. Opportunity costs of time use. For example, "Do you do
some of your own yard work?" and "Do you own a
microwave?"
The survey also asked about a variety of demographic variables, including age. Information about salaries was obtained
from published University records.
VOL. 1, NO. 6, NOVEMBER1990

Results
The goal was to examine whether economics training is related to choice. Because there were no theoretical reasons to
distinguish biologists and humanists, they were combined in the
statistical analyses to form a single, noneconomist category.
(The means for both biologists and humanists are reported to
verify that this procedure was justifiable.) The survey responses were used to create one reasoning and four behavioral
indices that were averages of individual questions. All of the
indices were analyzed using multiple regression, which controlled for salary, age, and gender.1 The unadjusted means for
each group are reported in Table 1 along with the standardized
coefficients and p levels for the discipline variable.
It may be seen in Table 1 that economists' reasoning on the
university and international policy questions was more in line
with cost-benefit rules than was that of biologists and humanists. This pattern was found for the net-benefit questions (p <
.05), and for the opportunity cost questions (p < .05) and a
trend was found for the sunk cost questions (p < .15).
It also may be seen in Table 1 that economists were more
likely to behave in line with the cost-benefit rules. First, economists reported discontinuing a significantly greater percentage
of the consumer activities than the biologists and the humanists.
Second, economists tended to report foregoing a greater percentage of the consumer items than the biologists and the humanists, although this was not significant. Third, economists
were more likely than biologists and humanists to report that
they ignored sunk costs or attended to opportunity costs in their
personal decisions. For instance, they were more likely to have
1. Analyses of the behavioralindices about discontinuingand foregoing consumeractivities also controlledfor consumptionopportunities. An opportunityindex was calculatedby standardizingthe number
of times subjectsreportedengagingin each consumeractivityand then
averagingthese scores for each subject.
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droppeda researchprojectbecause it was not provingworthwhile. (It is interestingto note that economistswere not simply
morelikely to dropprojects.All threedisciplinesgave the same
answer on average to the question "have you ever droppeda
researchprojectbecause of a lack of funding?")Finally, economists participatedin a greater numberof time-savingactivities.
Trainingin economics was stronglyrelatedto reasoningand
behavioracross a wide range of choices. Economics thus is a
system of rules of choice that is practicedby its adherentsas
well as preached.2Additionalanalyses indicate that the discipline differenceis not due to economists favoringcost-benefit
rules over humanisticrules or values (Larricket al., 1990).
Whenthe questions on the survey were categorizedaccording
to whetherthere was a conflict between cost-benefitrules and
humanisticrules (for example,the questionaboutbuyingblood
from poor Asians) or there was no conflict (for example, discontinuinga video), economists were more likely to give costbenefit reasoningin both instances. Thus, noneconomistsare
notjust applyingother humanisticprinciplesor values. Rather,
noneconomistsare less likely to apply the cost-benefit rules
than are economists.
These results support our claim that training produces
knowledgeof the normativerules, but we cannot rule out the
alternativeexplanationthat economists are predisposedto behave and reason in accordancewith the normativerules before
they actually receive any training.In order to show that selfselection is not a necessary condition for acquisition of the
normativerules, we broughtnaive undergraduatesinto the laboratoryand trainedthem on the sunk cost principle.
TEACHING THE NORMATIVE RULES OF CHOICE
The first of two trainingstudies examinedthe effects of instructionon answers to questions about choice. It also examined whether domainof training(financialproblemsor nonfinancialproblems)affects how well people use the principlesin
a given domain.A findingthat domainis not importantwould
suggest that economic principlesare readily generalizedfrom
examplesto become abstractinferentialsystems. Subjectswere
broughtinto the laboratoryand trainedfor half an hour on the
sunk cost principleand the derivativeextra-costprinciple.
Study 2
Seventy-nine subjects from the University of Michigan's
paid subject pool were assigned randomlyto receive financial
training,nonfinancialtraining,or no training. In the training
sessions, materials employed either exclusively financial or
nonfinancialexamplesandterminology.A typicaltrainingprob2. For all of the findings, the effect of training existed independent
of the effect of salary, though it is interesting to note that salary also had
an independent effect (Larrick, Nisbett, & Morgan, 1990). Answers to
both policy and behavioral questions were more in line with cost-benefit
principles for subjects with higher salaries (P, = .33 and .23) and this
was especially true for noneconomists ($s = .43 and .33).
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lem is the lost theaterticket questionpresentedin the introduction (whichis a financial,extra cost problem).Followingtraining, subjects were given a test containingboth financial and
nonfinancialinstancesof sunkcost and extracost problems.An
example of a financial, sunk cost problem is the basketball
questionpresentedin the introduction.The nonfinancialproblems were similar to financial problems in structurebut the
resourcein question was time or effort ratherthan money.3
When they were tested, trained subjects were instructed,
first, to use the reasoningof the economic principlesto solve
the problemsfor which they thoughtthe principleswere appropriate;andsecond, to indicatewhetherthey agreedor disagreed
with this reasoning.In the control sessions, subjects received
no trainingmaterials.They were askedto completea "decisionmaking"test. They were instructedto thinkcarefullyaboutthe
problemsand to write down what they thoughtthey would do.
Answerswere coded for normativenessof choice, measuring
the extent to which a subject's choice agreed with the choice
prescribedby the appropriateeconomic principle,and for normativenessof reasoning,measuringthe extent to which a subject's reasoningaccuratelyemployedthe appropriateeconomic
principle.In orderfor an answerto be normative,it hadto state
eitherthat the past costs are irrelevantor that only futurebenefits and costs are relevant. For an answer to be counternormative, it had to state that the previous costs are a reason for
choosing the counternormativeaction. Responses were coded
as (a) counternormative,(b) mixed or unstated, or (c) normatively correct.4Note thatthe sunk cost and extra cost problems
serve as catch trials for each other, because the normative
choice in the formersituationis to abandonthe activityand the
normativeresponsein the lattersituationis to persevere.Thus,
in orderto reason correctly, subjects had to go beyond stating
that past costs are irrelevantto actuallycomparingfuturecosts
with futurebenefits. This preventedsubjectsfrom relyingon a
simplerule of thumbsuch as always quittingafter a sunk cost.
The mean scores for subjects' own choice and reasoning
measuresfor each cell are given in Table 2. A 3 x 2 x 2 (Training x Domain x Principle)ANOVA, with repeatedmeasures
on the last two factors, showedthattrainedsubjectschose more
normatively,F(2, 76) = 9.26, p < .001, and reasoned more
normatively, F(2, 76) = 24.55, p < .001, than untrained
subjects.5
Domain specificity of trainingwould be indicatedby an interactionsuch that financiallytrainedsubjectsperformedmore
normativelyon financialproblemsthan on nonfinancialproblems, and nonfinanciallytrainedsubjectsdid the opposite. This
patternof means, however, was not obtained for either measure. Indeed, there appears to be complete domain independence of trainingeffects.
3. For example, in one nonfinancial problem, the protagonists have
driven a great distance to a Western park of little interest, thinking that
it was another park of much more interest. The question is whether they
should stay and see the meager attractions of the park or drive on
immediately to another park, The sunk cost lure is to stay and see the
uninteresting park in order to justify the time spent getting there.
4. Coders agreed on 92% of the answers. The disputed answers were
coded through consensus.
5. All significance levels are for two-tailed tests.
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Table 2. Mean scores for normativeness of choice and normativeness of reasoning
Problem Type
Training
Condition
Normativeness of Choice
Financial
Nonfinancial
Control
Normativeness of Reasoning
Financial
Nonfinancial
Control

n

Financial
Sunk Cost

Financial
Extra Cost

Nonfinancial
Sunk Cost

Nonfinancial
Extra Cost

25
33
21

2.28
2.35
1.90

2.90
2.91
2.31

2.60
2.69
2.43

2.56
2.59
2.26

25
33
21

2.38
2.59
1.90

2.62
2.60
2.09

2.48
2.45
2.00

2.50
2.36
2.00

Note. Scores rangefrom 1 to 3. Higherscores representchoices that are more normative.
The results show that training people only briefly on an economic principle significantly alters their solutions to hypothetical economic problems. Moreover, training effects generalize
fully from a financial domain to a nonfinancial one and vice
versa.

as before. The responses, however, were no longeropen-ended
but were restrictedto four types of action-reasoningcombinations, as shown in Figure2 for the sunk cost problemconcerning basketballtickets.
The subjects' understandingof the normativeprinciplewas

Study 3
The first training study could not assess whether subjects
retained the principles they learned nor could it assess whether
the subjects applied the principles outside the laboratory. These
issues were addressed in Study 3, which had a laboratory phase
and a follow-up phase. In the laboratory phase, a new group of
subjects was trained on the sunk cost and extra cost principles.
In the follow-up phase, subjects were contacted by phone one
month after training, and, under the guise of a consumer survey, they were asked questions about their consumer decisions
and their opinions on University policy. Because all of the questions tacitly involved sunk cost issues, the subjects' responses
were an indication of the degree to which they behaved or reasoned according to the normative principles.
Another purpose of this second training study was to test the
view that laypeople use what they take to be an economically
correct principle, namely the "waste not, want not" rule. In the
laboratory phase, all subjects were asked to indicate the response they thought economists would give as well as their
personal response for each problem. We anticipated that subjects would misidentify the rule that economists would invoke.

Laboratorymethods and results

Eighty-nineundergraduatesfrom the University of Michigan's introductory psychology pool participated to receive
credit toward a research requirement.Trained subjects received both financial and nonfinancialmaterials. Untrained
subjectsreceived a superficialdescriptionof cost-benefitanalysis, which briefly stated that people should choose the action
with the greatestpositive differencebetweenbenefitsand costs
and shouldpay attentiononly to futurebenefitsand costs when Fig. 2. Multiplechoice responses for the basketballproblem
they are makinga decision. The same test problemswere used used in Study 3
VOL. 1, NO. 6, NOVEMBER 1990
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measured by the question "Which response would an economist be most likely to choose?" Each subject was given a score
corresponding to the percentage of the eight problems for which
the subject chose a particular alternative as the economic response. These means are presented in Table 3. The 2x4
(Training by Alternative) ANOVA revealed that the two-way
interaction was significant, F(3, 261) = 122.18, p < .001. The
trained subjects were far more likely to choose the normative
alternative as the economic response and far less likely to
choose the trap response. These results indicate that untrained
subjects overwhelmingly misidentify the economist's reasoning
principles. Apparently they take the "waste not, want not"
principle underlying the trap alternative to be normative.
The subjects' own reasoning was measured by the question
"Which response would you choose?" The mean scores showing how often each alternative was chosen as a personal response are given in Table 3. The 2x4 (Training by Alternative)
ANOVA revealed that the two-way interaction was significant,
F(3, 261) = 7.95, p < .001. The trained subjects chose the
normative alternative as their personal response for 44% of the
problems compared to 28.6% for the untrained subjects, r(87) =
4.77, p < .01. The trained and untrained subjects did not differ
in how often they chose the trap alternative as their own response (11.1% and 13.1%, respectively). The trained subjects,
however, chose the mixed trap response significantly less often
(M = 30.1%) than the untrained subjects (M = 38.6%), r(87) =
2.26, p < .05. Whereas the modal answer for the trained subjects was the normative alternative, the modal answer for the
untrained subjects was the mixed trap alternative.
It is important to note that untrained subjects were more
likely to prefer the normative answer for themselves than they
were to pick it as the economist's answer, Ms = 28.6% vs.
16.9%, r(44) = 3.30, p < .01. This suggests the ironic conclusion that our subjects would feel that they were being uneconomical in choosing the answer actually preferred by economists.

Follow-up methods and results
A telephone survey was conducted four to six weeks after
subjects participated in the laboratory training. Several steps

were taken to reduce the possibility of suspicion.6 Eighty subjects were interviewed, of which 40 were trained and 40 untrained. The follow-up survey asked a variety of behavioral and
reasoning questions that were designed to detect the subject's
use of the sunk cost principle. In the first section of the survey,
subjects were asked questions about discontinuing and foregoing consumer activities, which were essentially the same as
those asked of the faculty in Study 1. The means for both indices showed that trained subjects were ignoring sunk costs more
than untrained subjects, but only the nine-item index based on
the question "Have you bought one of the following items at
some time and then not used it in the past month" approached
significance. Trained subjects reported that they had paid for
but not used 1.14 objects and activities compared to .84 for
untrained subjects, f(78) = 1.64, p = .10.
The second section contained six questions about a range of
University of Michigan issues. These questions described a particular University issue, and then asked subjects what their
preferences or their actions would be. All of the questions tacitly involved sunk costs. For instance, one question asked how
much rent they would need to save each month on a 10-month
lease for a new apartment to forfeit a $50 application fee they
paid on a similar apartment. To get credit for a correct answer,
subjects had to realize that it would be reasonable to pay a
modest amount of money less each month (credit was given for
$5-10) for the second apartment to cover the second application
fee and let the first apartment go.
An index was created by scoring one point for the normative
response and no points for either the trap or indifference response. The trained subjects answered the policy questions
more normatively (M = 3.64) than the untrained subjects (M =

6. The survey did not refer to the experimentor to the psychology
departmentbut was disguisedas a consumerand opinion survey that
was beingconductedfor local AnnArbormerchants;the surveyandthe
experimentwere conductedby differentpeople who were of opposite
sex; and, whenidentifyingthemselvesto the subjects,the experimenter
affiliatedhimself with the Universityof Michiganpsychology department whereasthe interviewersaffiliatedthemselveswith the Research
Centerfor GroupDynamics(RCGD).

Table 3. Mean frequency with which an alternative was chosen as an economist' s
response and as a personal response
Alternative Chosen
Training
Condition
Economist's Response
Trained
Untrained
Personal Response
Trained
Untrained

Normative

Trap

Mixed Trap

Noneconomic

75.6
16.9

5.9
41.9

12.2
24.4

5.9
15.5

44.0
28.6

11.1
13.1

30.1
38.6

14.2
19.2

Note. The scores are the percentageof the eight problemsfor which a subjectchose that
particularalternativeas an economist'sresponseand as a personalresponse.
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3.12), f(78) = 2.16, p < .05. Five trained subjects expressed
suspicion following the university policy section. Their average
score for the reasoning questions was 3.4, which falls between
the means of the trained and untrained groups. This suggests
that demand characteristics, or subject "cooperativeness," was
not responsible for the difference between trained and untrained subjects.

Discussion
Training on the normative principles substantially improved
subjects' ability to identify normative reasoning. Untrained
subjects thought that an economist's normative answer is the
trap alternative- that is, to behave in a way that minimizes
wasting resources. The untrained subjects tended personally to
favor the mixed trap reasoning, which allowed them to choose
the action that had the greatest net benefit (e.g., skipping the
basketball game) but to rationalize it by saying that the net
benefit outweighed the wasted resource (e.g., the cost of an
accident far outweighed the cost of the tickets). This suggests
that naive subjects do not know the sunk cost rule and instead
adhere to the "waste not, want not" principle. Both in their
assumptions about correct economic reasoning and in their own
reasoning the untrained subjects preferred attending to past
costs.
Subjects trained on the normative principles not only applied
them immediately on similar problems but retained them for a
full month, applying them to a different type of problem in a
different context. Trained subjects also tended to differ from
untrained ones in their actual behavior as well. The weak result
for behavior could be due in part to the low rate at which subjects engaged in consumer activities over the brief time studied.
Subjects were unlikely to have encountered a movie bad
enough to leave because the average subject saw only one or
two in the month following training. Recall that faculty subjects
were asked about consumer behavior over a much longer time
period.

policy, personal career decisions, consumer behavior, and even
international relations.
At the same time, the present results also make it clear that
lay choice theory is fundamentally different from the normative
theory. The noneconomically trained faculty were less likely to
use the cost-benefit principles even when the principles were
not in conflict with other principles or values. Untrained subjects in Study 3 chose the normative action-trap reasoning combination more often than the other combinations. This means
that subjects were selecting the normative action but for a counternormative reason. Such reasoning seems dangerous because
it suggests that, as sunk costs are increased, there will come a
point at which a person will no longer choose the normative
action. For instance, if the cost of the basketball tickets were
high enough, the person might go to the game because the past
costs would outweigh the future costs. But no matter how much
money has been spent, whether it be on a game, a house, or a
bomber, if the outcome will not be beneficial, the investment
should be abandoned.
Our research demonstrates that, although people ordinarily
are not perfectly rational by economists' standards, they are
capable of becoming more rational. Before calling for the widespread teaching of these rules, however, we must note that the
economic conception of rationality has been challenged by
many who have doubted the appropriateness of its self-interest
assumptions. A complete set of prescriptive principles of choice
should include both moral and economic principles, and rules to
adjudicate between the two.
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